
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ‘A cloudy day is no match for a sunny disposition’ W A Ward 
 

This week’s assortment of free resources available to 
support both children and adults!  

Go wild with North Wales 
Wildlife Trust!  
The annual nature challenge,	30 Days Wild, is back! 
They’d love you to join them in doing something 
wild	every day throughout	June. Whether it’s following 
the trail of a bumblebee from flower to flower in your 
garden or throwing some wildlife-themed yoga shapes 
around the living room, you can be a 30 Days Wild hero! 
https://action.wildlifetrusts.org/page/57739/petition/1 
 

CBeebies new mindfulness app experience 
Developed with a mindfulness consultant, and voiced by 
Stephen Fry, this app is available now for free in 
the	CBeebies Go Explore app, it lets little ones discover 
three fun activities each day that introduce focus, 
creativity and calm. Your Mindful Garden teaches valuable 
techniques to help children de-stress and unwind - useful 
skills both in these tough times and for later in life. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/mediacentre/latestnews/2020/cbeebies-mindulness-app 
  
 

Puzzling times 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Answers next week 



Let’s take a trip to Tibet  
Though we may be largely housebound, for this 
week we’re jetting of to Tibet, South-West of 
China for our weekly ‘Be Active’ challenge, 

with a bit of mindfulness thrown in! 
Our focus, ‘The Five Tibetan Rites’ an ancient yoga	practice 
reportedly created by Tibetan lamas (monks), or leaders of 
Tibetan Buddhism.	 They consist of a sequence of five 
exercises performed 21 times a day! They are thought to be 
more than 2,500 years old	and practitioners report that the 
program has many physical, mental, and spiritual benefits. 
These effects are thought to restore a person’s vitality and 
strength.  Due to these benefits, the Five Tibetan Rites are 
traditionally known as the “Fountain of Youth.” 
This week we’ll a look at the first two rites, then introduce more in the next issue.  
 

  

Rite 1  (3 sets of 7 repetitions)  
1. Stand up straight. Stretch your arms outward until they’re parallel 

with the floor. Face your palms down.	 
2. While staying in the same spot, slowly spin your body in a 

clockwise direction. Without bending your head forward, keep your 
eyes open and cast toward the ground.	 

3. Do 7 turns. Stand still until breathing restored. Repeat twice more. 
Stop if you feel slightly dizzy!  

 

 

 

 

Rite 2  (3 sets of 7 repetitions) 
To do this rite, you’ll need a carpeted floor or yoga mat or 
alternatively you can bend your knees to make it easier.   
1. Lie flat on your back. Place your arms at your sides, palms on the 

floor. 
2. Inhale and lift your head, moving your chin toward your chest. At 

the same time raise your legs straight up, keeping your knees 
straight. (Bend those knees if you find this too tricky!) 

3. Exhale and slowly lower your head and legs to the starting 
position. Relax all your muscles. 

4. Do 7 repetitions. Rest until breathing normal before repeating.  

 

      Five Ways to Wellbeing - this week, ideas to ‘Connect’ 
  Not so easy in the present circumstances, but here’s a few ideas! 
• With family – share your day and ask about theirs  
• Ask a friend about what they’ve been doing, pay attention, listen when they tell 

you  
• Talk to someone on the phone instead of messaging or social media  
• Make contact with someone you used to hang out with  
• Find an old photo of friends or family and share it with them  
• Don’t use your phone for a day (or at least for a few hours!)  
• Ask your parents or carer about their childhood  
• Write a letter or send a postcard to someone  
• Wave a someone from a window and say hello  
• Share a random or inspirational photo with your friends  



At a time when we find ourselves missing so many things, 
friends, school, activities we love doing… We thought 
we’d take a look through the key hole at some familiar 

faces to see how they’re coping during lockdown.  

At home with Miss Thompson  
What’s been your favourite song/music to play during lockdown? 
My favourite song during Lockdown has got to be Blinding Lights by The Weeknd.  It 
reminds me of the Tik Tok video that I did with my son which made me laugh and also 
a dance routine that I learnt during a virtual dance class. 
What are you most looking forward to when restrictions are 
lifted?  I’m really looking forward to watching my son play cricket.  I do miss being 
at the cricket with my family, my friends and my picnic!  I’m also really looking 
forward to getting back to school and seeing all the children and staff too!  
What have you found most difficult? 
Not being able to pop and see my family and my friends has been really difficult. Not 
to mention not seeing my class!  
Have you learnt anything about yourself?  
I’ve learnt that it is important to connect with friends and family during difficult times 
like lockdown. This may be by talking on the phone or having a video call as it has 
certainly improved my well-being. It has also made me realise that if we slow down a 
little we appreciate everything around us that we may not have noticed before. 
When it’s got a bit much I’ve…. read my book or have had a bath whilst 
listened to relaxing music. 

At home with Rev Piercy  
What been your favourite song/music to play during lockdown? 
I have a wide variety of tastes in music and have listened to lots of different music. I 
have my Alexa in my living room where I've been working and so I tend to choose 
music to match how I'm feeling. So my choices have varied from modern music on the 
radio, to Abba 'Thank you for the music' is my favourite of theirs. I also love to listen 
to songs from musicals and have listened a lot to the music from Joseph after 
watching it on the TV a few weeks ago. My favourite song from Joseph is 'Go, go. go 
Joseph.' It's really upbeat and puts you in a happy mood. As you know I also love 

choral music and so when I want some quiet time I listen to music sung by choirs.  
What are you most looking forward to when restrictions are lifted? 
Lots of things! I'm really looking forward to seeing my family and my friends. Also to getting back to school to see 
my class, all of the children in Golftyn and the staff. I'm also looking forward to being able to go out for a day out 
to the beach, or to Chester. I really enjoy shopping and miss going to Chester.  
What have you found most difficult?   
Not being able to spend time with my family and friends. At weekends and when we're not in school, I often go to 
see them to chat and a catch up. During lockdown used video call instead but it's not the same as being able to sit in 
the same room as them. I've also found it difficult not being able to go to school and teach my class. I've enjoyed the 
online work we've been doing but it's just not the same as being with the children and teaching them face to face.  
Have you learnt anything about yourself?   
Yes, to take some time out of my busy day to relax. I've really enjoyed going for a daily walk. I live near some lovely 
countryside and so I walk down the country lanes. I see the lovely views, all of the animals in the fields, especially 
the baby lambs and just to have time to switch off from things that might be on your mind. When lockdown is over 
I'll definitely keep going for walks. I've also learnt that with time to cook properly I can make some delicious meals!  
When it’s got a bit much I’ve…. done a variety of things. Sometimes I will go out for a walk. I'll pick up 
the phone and either chat to somebody or have a conversation by text. Because we've had some lovely weather 
sometimes I've gone and sat in my garden and enjoyed some sunshine! 
 

‘if we slow 
down a little 
we appreciate 

everything 
around us…’ 

Whose Keyhole will we be taking a look through next week? Watch this space! 
 



   

            Let’s find out… 

ANSWERS BEGINNING WITH…  
 

1. Magical creatures; (pixies, goblins, elves and 
leprechauns) you find them in FOLK TALES.  (7 letters) 
 
2. All BIRDS have these covering their bodies.  (8 letters) 
 
3. These creatures live in water and breathe through gills.  (4 letters) 
 
4. These little creatures are PARASITES and they can jump very high.  (5 letters) 
 
5. This is what gives us energy. (4 letters) 
 
6. A very popular game played by two teams with a ball and two goals.  (8 letters) 
 
7. A large area of land covered in trees. (6 letters) 
 
8. The special part of FLOWERING PLANTS where the seeds develop.  Examples are; 
apples, bananas and oranges. (5 letters) 
 
9. A country in EUROPE, its capital is Paris.  (6 letters) 
 
10. The coat of HAIR found on almost all mammals.  (3 letters) 
    

Answers from last week  
Lets find out: ‘L’  1.leaves 2.library 3.light 4.lion 5.lizard 6.lock 7.lungs 
8.liquid 9. lighthouse 10. lice  

Click the link below to be taken to the Golftyn Primary school 
website, Pupil Wellbeing section for further resources. 
http://golftyncp.wales/pupil-wellbeing/ 

Spot the Difference 


